UNIPEST
BEEHIVE REMOVAL

RELEASE OF LIABILITY WAIVER and AGREEMENTS
Please initial the following:
1. ________ I release Unipest, and any of its subcontractors, from liability of damage incurred in the removal
of the following beehive, or bee swarm, and understand, though rare, unintended damage can happen in
pursuit of locating and removing a beehive, including, but not limited to damage to drywall, appliances,
electrical wires, stucco, roofing materials, personal items and objects, bedding, glass windows, statues,
lamps, artwork, cars, landscaping, and personal effects both exterior and interior.
2. _________ I understand beehive removal incurs an assumed risk of damage from leaking honey, fallen
beehive panels, and generally “sticky” beeswax, hive material, or natural honey. I understand there may
be residual honey and “stickiness” in my home as a result of the hive removal, the traffic of Unipest
personal, and the presence of hive material. I release Unipest from Liability of any janitorial concerns
associated with honey or hive material or any perceived damage from this stickiness.
3. _________ I understand Beehive removal requires cutting, destroying, removing, or altering construction
elements of my home, including but not limited to stucco, drywall, tar-paper, wood siding, roofing
material, tile, etc. and I understand I have the option to repair damage to my structure myself or with a
licensed contractor or handyman, nevertheless, I release Unipest of any liability associated to damage,
stings, or injury associated with that repair.
4. _________ I understand bees may released into my home in the process of removing the beehive.
5. _________ I understand that the estimate given me of ________________ is only an estimate, depending
on the best educated guess that the inspector could make during the inspection of supposed cost of
removal, however, if the hive ends up being larger than anticipated, additional billing may be required and
will be assessed or the job will be stopped and the total amount of work will be billed at

$250/hour.
6. _________ I understand I have the right to be present during the hive removal but do so at my own risk.
7. __________ I understand beehive location, removal, and repair will be billed at

$250/hour

Including preparation time, removal, repair, and any required trips to procure additional materials,
equipment, tools, etc. Until the Unipest bee-team is done removing the hive from my property, I will be
paying the agreed upon rate.
8. I have read all the following and give Unipest permission to begin beehive removal immediately.
NAME: ____________________ SIGNATURE: ___________________ DATE: ____________

.

